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Survey Script 

Hello, you’re being called to participate in an important four-minute survey on your school district, Golf School District 67.  

If you would like to give your opinion, which is collected anonymously and will not be shared with any outside parties, 
please stay on the line for all nine questions or your response will not count. 

 

Question 1: What is your age? CODE 

PRESS 1 if you are 29 or younger. 1 

PRESS 2 if you are between 30 and 44. 2 

PRESS 3 if you are between 45 and 64. 3 

PRESS 4 if you are 65 or older. 4 

 

Question 2: What is your gender? CODE 

PRESS 1 if you are male. 1 

PRESS 2 if you are female. 2 

PRESS 3 for gender non-binary. 3 

 

Question 3: What is your ethnicity? CODE 

PRESS 1 if you are white. 1 

PRESS 2 if you are Hispanic. 2 

PRESS 3 if you are African American. 3 

PRESS 4 if you are Asian. 4 

PRESS 5 if you are another ethnicity. 5 

 



Question 4: Would you generally consider yourself to be more conservative, moderate, or 
liberal on matters of public policy? 

CODE 

PRESS 1 for conservative. 1 

PRESS 2 for moderate. 2  

PRESS 3 for liberal. 3  

 

Question 5: What is your connection to Golf School District 67? CODE 

PRESS 1 if you have children currently attending District 67 schools. 1 

PRESS 2 if you previously had children attend District 67 schools. 2 

PRESS 3 if you do not have children who have attended District 67 schools. 3 

 

Question 6: In Golf School District 67, our community and schools partner together to 
inspire learners for lifelong success. With more and more families looking to 
send their children to our highly rated schools, our enrollment has been 
growing at an unsustainable pace and it’s starting to show. We’ve run out of 
space.  

Our district and community have been collaborating closely to develop a new 
community-driven strategic plan that overcomes our space and staffing 
issues and provides our district with the tools needed to inspire learners for 
lifelong success. 

This community-driven process has led to three final options for the future 
of our schools. The next four questions will ask your opinion on these 
options. 

Option 1 is to renovate both Golf Middle School and Hynes Elementary 
School. 

This would address life safety & infrastructure needs but would not address 
classroom capacity, building capacity, student & teacher safety, 21st century 
learning, programming space, parking & student drop off, playground & 
recess, cafeterias, and gymnasium needs. 

This option has been estimated to cost $15.5 million, which would result in a 
tax increase of approximately $144 per year for the owner of a $300,000 
home. 

Do you support or oppose this option? 

CODE 

PRESS 1 if you strongly support this option. 1 

PRESS 2 if you somewhat support this option. 2 

PRESS 3 if you somewhat oppose this option. 3 

PRESS 4 if you strongly oppose this option. 4 

PRESS 5 if you are unsure or have no opinion. 5 



 

Question 7: Option 2 is to renovate Golf Middle School and renovate and expand Hynes 
Elementary School.  

This would partially address classroom capacity, building capacity, 
programming space, playground & recess, and gymnasium needs. It would 
fully address student & teacher safety, life safety & infrastructure, and 
cafeteria needs. It would not address most needs at Golf, parking & student 
drop off, and 21st century learning. 

This option has been estimated to cost $39.5 million, which would result in a 
tax increase of approximately $440 per year for the owner of a $300,000 
home. 

Do you support or oppose this option? 

CODE 

PRESS 1 if you strongly support this option. 1 

PRESS 2 if you somewhat support this option. 2 

PRESS 3 if you somewhat oppose this option. 3 

PRESS 4 if you strongly oppose this option. 4 

PRESS 5 if you are unsure or have no opinion. 5 

 

Question 8: Option 3 is to build a new school to replace Golf Middle School and Hynes 
Elementary School.  

This would fully address all community priorities including classroom 
capacity, building capacity, student & teacher safety, 21st century learning, 
programming space, life safety & infrastructure, parking & student drop off, 
playground & recess, cafeterias, and gymnasium. 

In addition, the district would be able to sell or lease Golf Middle School, and 
that additional revenue could be used to fund additional teachers to lower 
class sizes and provide more specials. 

This option has been estimated to cost $56 million, which would result in a 
tax increase of approximately $669 per year for the owner of a $300,000 
home.  

Do you support or oppose this option?  

CODE 

PRESS 1 if you strongly support this option. 1 

PRESS 2 if you somewhat support this option. 2 

PRESS 3 if you somewhat oppose this option. 3 

PRESS 4 if you strongly oppose this option. 4 

PRESS 5 if you are unsure or have no opinion. 5 

 



Question 9: Having heard all three options, this final question will ask your preference 
between the options. 

As a refresher, Option 1 is to renovate both Golf Middle School and Hynes 
Elementary School. This has been estimated to cost $15.5 million and result 
in a tax increase of approximately $144 per year. 

Option 2 is to renovate Golf Middle School and renovate and expand Hynes 
Elementary School. This has been estimated to cost $39.5 million and result 
in a tax increase of approximately $440 per year. 

Option 3 is to build a new school to replace Golf Middle School and Hynes 
Elementary School. This has been estimated to cost $56 million and result in 
a tax increase of approximately $669 per year.  

Which of these options do you prefer? 

CODE 

PRESS 1 if you prefer Option 1. 1 

PRESS 2 if you prefer Option 2. 2 

PRESS 3 if you prefer Option 3. 3 

PRESS 4 if you prefer no additional funding for District 67 schools. 4 

PRESS 5 if you are unsure or have no opinion. 5 

 

That concludes our survey.  Thank you for your time and opinions, goodbye. 



 
 
 

Golf D67 Options Survey | EOSullivan Consulting 
Field Dates: Monday, January 10 – Saturday, January 15 

      

 Age  Option 1 Favorability 
 ≤ 29 13%  Strongly Support 18% 

 30 - 44 27%  Somewhat Support 28% 

 45 - 64 31%  Somewhat Oppose 17% 

 65 + 30%  Strongly Oppose 21% 

    Unsure / No Opinion 16% 

 Gender    

 Male 47%  Option 2 Favorability 

 Female 51%  Strongly Support 15% 

 Non-Binary 2%  Somewhat Support 28% 

    Somewhat Oppose 14% 

 Ethnicity  Strongly Oppose 29% 

 White 54%  Unsure / No Opinion 14% 

 Hispanic 11%    

 African American 4%  Option 3 Favorability 

 Asian 27%  Strongly Support 29% 

 Other 3%  Somewhat Support 19% 

    Somewhat Oppose 10% 

 Ideology  Strongly Oppose 33% 

 Conservative 26%  Unsure / No Opinion 9% 

 Moderate 29%    

 Liberal 45%  Options Preference 

    Option 1 27% 

 D67 Connection  Option 2 16% 

 Currently 37%  Option 3 30% 

 Previously 33%  No Additional Funding 17% 

 No connection 30%  Unsure / No Opinion 10% 
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GOLF D67 OPTIONS SURVEY RESULTS 1-21-22 
 
Note: This memo is only an analysis of the Options Survey results, which is just one of the three tracks we use to gather 
data. Our full analysis of all data gathered during Phase 3 will be included in our Phase 3 report. 

 

ANALYSIS SUMMARY 
The public doesn’t show overwhelming opposition towards any of the three options presented, and only 17% of residents 
prefer no additional funding for D67 schools. 

The public shows the highest level of support for Option 3 followed by Option 1, with Option 2 not nearly as supported. 
Certain demographics much more strongly support either Option 1 or Option 3, so this will need to be taken into account 
as this process moves forward. 

Based on this survey data, the district is in position to move forward, likely with either Option 3 or Option 1. A 
recommendation will be made after reviewing all Phase 3 data and will be provided in our Phase 3 report. 

 

DETAILED ANALYSIS 
Option 1 (renovate) receives overall support, 46%-38% (net +8%). Support is more tepid, with only 18% of that 48% 
“strongly support.” Support is strongest among younger residents (+20%), middle-aged residents (+21%), males (+29%), 
Whites (+5%), Asians (+38%), conservatives (+4%), liberals (+19%), parents of children currently attending D67 schools 
(+24%), and those with no connection to D67 (+4%). Opposition is strongest among seniors (-17%), females (-10%), 
Hispanics (-38%), African Americans (-59%), moderates (-6%), and parents of children who previously attended D67 
schools (-6%). 

Option 2 (expand) receives equal support and opposition, 43%-43% (net 0%). Support is also more tepid for this option, 
with only 15% strongly supportive, while opposition is much stronger, with 29% strongly opposed. Support is strongest 
among younger residents (+26%), females (+12%), African Americans (+40%), Asians (+19%), liberals (+17%), and parents 
of children currently attending D67 schools (+20%). Opposition is strongest among seniors (-22%), males (-8%), whites (-
9%), Hispanics (-28%), conservatives (-24%), moderates (-5%), and those with no connection to D67 (-24%). 

Option 3 (new) receives overall support, 48%-43% (net +5%). Opinions on this option are much stronger on both sides, 
with 29% strongly supportive and 33% strongly opposed, and only 9% unsure. Support is strongest among younger 
residents (+38%), males (+7%), females (+6%), Whites (+5%), Asians (+16%), liberals (+29%), and parents of children 
currently attending D67 schools (+26%). Opposition is strongest among middle-aged residents (-5%), seniors (-24%), 
Hispanics (-10%), African Americans (-11%), conservatives (-23%), moderates (-7%), parents of children who previously 
attended D67 schools (-4%), and those with no connection to D67 (-10%). 
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When asked to choose just one option, the public most prefers Option 3 (30%), then Option 1 (27%), then Option 2 (16%), 
with 10% unsure. Only 17% prefer no additional funding for D67 schools. Those most in favor of Option 1 are middle-
aged residents (30%), seniors (26%), males (39%), Whites (29%), Hispanics (28%), African Americans (53%), conservatives 
(27%), moderates (32%), children who previously attended D67 schools (29%), and those with no connection to D67 (30%). 
Option 2 is not the favored choice of any demographics. Those most in favor of Option 3 are younger residents (37%), 
middle-aged residents (29%), females (32%), Whites (32%), Asians (35%), liberals (40%), parents of children currently 
attending D67 schools (41%), and those with no connection to D67 (27%). The demographics most in favor of no 
additional funding are seniors (28%), Hispanics (37%), and conservatives (30%). 

 

SURVEY METHODOLOGY 
Results are based on automated telephone interviews conducted among a random sample of individuals in Golf 
Elementary School District 67. Data for this survey research was collected by Victory Geek for EOSullivan Consulting. 

Interviews were conducted via a computer-assisted telephone interviewing system utilizing techniques designed to 
achieve the highest possible respondent cooperation. The surveys were conducted from Monday, January 10th through 
Saturday, January 15th. 394 responses were collected, leading to a margin of sampling error for the survey of ±4.79%. 
The margin of sampling error may be higher for subgroups. 

Data is modeled in real-time as the interviews are conducted using Victory Geek’s proprietary system, which determines 
interview targets based on weighted demographic information from the U.S. Census Bureau’s Current Population Survey 
Voting and Registration Supplement. Data is sampled using demographic information from the Illinois Secretary of State 
and Cook County Clerk to construct sample target weights. 


